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This is the book that no man wants you to readâ€¦ Countless women play by the bias male rules of

dating and relationships, one that keeps them in a constant state of stress and worry. Victims of

romance instead of masters of love, todayâ€™s women settle for cheap dates and cheaper talk.

Why are you splitting the bill with a man that should be spoiling you? Why are you preparing home

cooked meals for a man that canâ€™t provide you a home? Why are you having sex with a man that

promises the world, but refuses to give you his heart? Why are you playing by outdated rules in

hopes that one day your kindness will be rewarded? I have discovered a group of women who

refuse to be exploited, are immune to manipulation, and who never settle in the name of love. These

ladies know what they want and take what they want by beating men at their own game. Utilizing the

secrets exposed in this book, these women gain power, money, and status. Men call them Gold

Diggers, women call them Hos, but they call themselves Winners. This is the book that society

doesnâ€™t want you to readâ€¦ Ho Tactics: How To MindF**k A Man into Spending, Spoiling, and

Sponsoring lays out the practical steps to evolve from a woman that goes Dutch to a woman that

gets pampered. Ho Tactics provides the Sex-Free blueprint on how to turn any man into your

personal ATM. Stop spending nights with men that canâ€™t offer you anything but conversation,

stop being understanding of men who are underachieving, stop settling and submitting, and learn

how to seduce and destroy! You tried to play by their rules, now itâ€™s time to play by Ho rules.
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I had my apprehensions when first asked to review Ho Tactics: How to MindF**k A Man into



Spending, Spoiling, and Sponsoring, but I will be the first to admit my curiosity was sparked by the

title. This book is as good as it is dangerous, and I found it to be extremely good, which makes it

extremely dangerous. The author delves first into the psychology of men from the point of view of a

man, openly admitting that the male species does have certain soft spots that any woman can

exploit. As I poured myself a glass of wine, I let the earlier chapters linger. As a happily married

woman, I have no need for Tactics, but as I sat back down to read, I found out that I was being

naÃ¯ve. By the time I finished the chapters on flirting, phone sex, and asking for gifts in the proper

way, I was on my second glass of wine and thinking of trying these things on my husband (just a

smudge) to see if it would net a better birthday gift this year. The second part of the book builds on

the first twelve chapters and signals an advanced stage where those women who don t mind going

the extra mile sexually can master things like online dating and my personal favorite, The

Kardashian Effect. Through it all, the author G.L. Lambert makes this a highly entertaining read

even for us non-Hos, with his pop-culture infused sense of humor and sleek use of analogies that

helped even a non-hip woman such as me keep up with the steps. My only negative take away was

that, while it does preach about the ills of this lifestyle, it does serve it up as a huge temptation. The

chapter on going from Ho to Housewife I fear could influence younger women to take up this

charge. With that said, I did learn something, which in itself blew away my expectations (while

putting a smile on my husband's face). I highly recommend Ho Tactics, but only to those women

over 21 years of age, I figure that you should be of drinking age before you come of Hoing age.

--Urban League Digest

Ok heres the thing at first i LOVED this book. i felt like i was holding Gold in my hands. my new

bible. But then the author suggests to women lying about sexual trauma as a tactic to avoid having

to have sex. Please girls NEVER lie about that. if that wasnt in the book i would give it a 5 star rating

hands down. But maybe since the author is a man he doesn't understand the ramification of women

lying about this. It is very hard for women who have been raped and molested to be taking seriously

much of the time. Even though a TINY percentage of women who report these to police it end up

being fake. but to lie about that to anyone a trick a friend a sugar ANYONE is just not ok, and makes

it harder for women who have been and have these issues to be taken seriously. I am really

dispointed anyone would give that advice to girls no matter what thier objective is. The rest of the

boo is Gold thats why i gave it two stars and not one. but that is a REALLLYYYYYY big bad red flag

no no do NOT do ever!!!



Love it.... Although its really hard ti ynderstand that I've been taken for a walk..,I knew that

somenthing was wrong...the book clarifies everyrhing about men.All women should read it in order

to live better,It's very empowering.

All women should read this book. I want to read again because it contains a lot of useful information.

A must read!

It was interesting and very helpful. Literally started using the tactics and they immediately worked !

Love how the author is a male too so you know the tactics actually work !

Great Book! Title doesn't suit it - not what you'd expect - excellent read - if u can get through the

language there is a goldmine of good practical information! When my daughters are a bit older I will

have both of them read this!!

This is a must read.... these are the things your father should teach you. Not so much to be a ho but

how not to be f'd over by a man.

I can't put it down. To see what some women do to get what they want and to hear what he has

done to benefit from women is interesting.

So raw and full of insight. Only on chapter 5 and I'm blown away. I highly recommend this for the

millennials like myself
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